At Harriton High School, Laura Labrinakos and Su Carter continue to expand the “HARRITON HIGH SCHOOL ART GALLERY” with new student displays for three-dimensional artwork.

Student community service will continue to be recognized at Lower Merion High School with students receiving “100 HOURS OF SERVICE RECOGNITION” led by Thomas Reed.

Brian Gauvin will facilitate “PROGRAMMING AND GAME DESIGN FOR BEGINNER/INTERMEDIATE” students at Harriton High School.

Deborah McAllister will capture student performance with the “GOPRO HERO 4” during fitness and wellness lessons at Penn Valley Elementary School.

Students at Cynwyd Elementary School will feel the positive affects of “MINDFULLNESS IN THE MORNING” under the direction of Natalie Thibault and Lisa Ruzzi.

All students in grades 6th through 12th will have the opportunity to enhance their grammar skills through Brian Mays’ “FLIPPED GRAMMAR LIBRARY” at Lower Merion High School.

Colleen Holmes at Belmont Hill Elementary School will increase student visibility on stage with “SPOTLIGHT ON FAMOUS AFRICAN AMERICANS” as well as other school productions.

Students will be climbing the wall at Penn Wynne Elementary School under the direction of Kathleen Geiger and Corey Luttrell with “ROCK WALL EXTENSIONS.”

Cynwyd Elementary School students will be “ON THE BALL IN CHALLENGE” under the guidance of Melissa McGuire as they sit on exercise balls instead of chairs in the classroom.

Katie Reuben will be “INCREASING ON-TASK BEHAVIORS FOR STUDENTS WITH ADD/ADHD WITH WATCHMINDERS” at Gladwyne Elementary School.

Students at Bala Cynwyd Middle School will continue “THE ORGANIC GARDEN” under the direction of Kelly Peterson, Kim Ryczyn, Kate Mergner and Moira Messick.

Students will be building furniture for the “AUTISTIC SUPPORT COMMUNICATION LOUNGE” at Lower Merion High School under the leadership of Mike Borsch.

Students will be “BOUNCING TO LEARN” in Jessica Segal's classroom at Merion Elementary School.

Dawn Chapman and Tasha Gestacion will develop a resource library for a “CROSS-AGE PEER MENTOR PROGRAM” at Bala Cynwyd Middle School.

Students at Harriton High School will make foods from around the globe under the direction of Shannon Davis with the “WORLD LANGUAGE CULTURE LAB—COOKING UP CULTURES.”

“IMPROVING ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE THROUGH ANXIETY REDUCTION” is Kathy Bromley goal using music, stress reliever objects and aquarium at Welsh Valley Middle School.

Students at Lower Merion High School will make foods from around the globe under the direction of Nico Severini and Allie Mellet with the “WORLD LANGUAGE CULTURE LAB—COOKING UP CULTURES.”
In Andy Davis’ classroom, core mathematical concepts come to life in “CLASSROOM DESIGN” for Penn Valley Elementary School students.

Students at Welsh Valley Middle School will be able to have a “FIBER/TEXTILE/ NEEDLE ARTS EXPERIENCE under the guidance of Maureen Keeney.

Students will continue to enhance the Harriton High School courtyard by planting a “BUTTERFLY GARDEN” under the leadership of Titia Scherpber and her green thumb.

Student orientation will be a memorable experience at Gladwyne Elementary School when Samantha Mancini provides “BOOKS FOR INCOMING KINDERGAREN STUDENTS.”

The Welsh Valley Middle School’s culinary lab will be using fresh ingredients from the “AEROGARDEN INDOOR HERB GARDEN” under the direction of Maureen Keeney.

Rachel Nichols, Jeffrey Lee and Carolyn McKinney will be introducing the “SPOKEN WORD PROJECT” to students at Bala Cynwyd Middle School.

Harriton High School students will be prepared to hit the buzzer as fast as any other student during “CERTAMEN COMPETITION” under the direction of Veronica Vladimirova-Cambria.

Learning is a lot more fun at Penn Valley Elementary School when you learn STEM concepts by “DOING THE CUBE” in Christopher Vaccaro’s class.
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